Lady Returns

Without advance warning, the hypnotic and exciting Luella Parkons wandered back into our midst. Inquiries regarding her absence have been numerous. From here, we shall let the daring lady reveal the mysterious and exciting adventures that have kept her away for too long.

Welcome home Luella... we've missed you!

Good Day

After recent publicity in Gayzette featuring the problems of the Gay influx into the Castro area, this paper is pleased to observe that the merchants have become organized. Their discernment toward the issue, and their progressive move to form a merchants association are commendable. Creation of the new body indicates that members are in tune of, still another "fresh and exciting" parade; dance saloon or naughty bouffée game.

Several times I had attempted to take leave of the week-end gathering of male vultures, all guests of my "Romeo" in upper Castro area, this paper is pleased to observe that the merchan­dess of the Gay influx into the community as a whole. The Gazette staff has vis­ited the Castro clubs and is gratified by their overwhelming warmth and friendliness. Rediscovery of the enchant­ment and spirit of Castro Vill­age is a fulfilling experience for everyone who has enjoyed the variety of activities offered by imaginative Castro hosts.

Congratulations Castro for recognizing the problem, and above all ACTING; concern we haven't observed for a longtime.

Polynesian Mary's at 154 Mc­Allister St. with booze and lunch also served.

Sandy and the All-MEN-NEeT West Coast Cowgirl contest, Dana, is bartender at Page One, who served 293 for Helen. Get well soon! !!
Women

Gay Win

Women a returned for gay women.

How very strange, I mean. I've had so many demands from men making comments about everyone's sex that it is funny, while there is a certain amount of unpleasantness and so on when they start calling the gender identity of the people in the room. Women are often subjected to a certain amount of sexual harassment and sexism even when they work for women themselves. It is quite a challenge to be a gay woman in this society.

A nice fantasy. Well, really. I don't know what to say. I'm just not sure what to do. I just don't know where to start.

Ideally, I think, this column is meant to be. Unfortunately, I have about as much success with my readers as with my rapier-like sarcasm. I told you I had failed in the right place. "You did!" "I know, I know!"

Gay Win should be something of an interesting experience, even if it isn't always fun.

My impression of the GAYZette is oriented, but it somehow doesn't quite make sense to me. "Yon did?" "I don't know. What's my deadline?"

My impression of the GAYZette is oriented, but it somehow doesn't quite make sense to me.

Win should be something of an interesting experience, even if it isn't always fun.

Win should be something of an interesting experience, even if it isn't always fun.

A nice fantasy. Well, really. I don't know what to say. I'm just not sure what to do. I just don't know where to start.
**Bulletin Board**

**FOR THE DISCRETE PLACING — PEOPLE ADS**

**Coded Buddy Ads Are Free!**

**TO PLACE AN AD**

PLACE YOUR ADS USUALLY, USING THE CODE BOX BELOW. CHECK THE CODE BOX AND MAIL AN ADDITIONAL ONE DOLLAR FOR THIS SERVICE. 1.00 PER WEEK, WE WILL CUT THE AD FOR YOU. YOUR ANSWERS WILL BE REPLIED TO BY OUR OFFICE COMPLETE DISCRETELY AND CONFIDENTLY.

DON'T FORGET TO STAMP YOUR SEALED REPLY FOR FORWARDING, QUESTION CALL 861-6400.

**TO ANNOm AD**

SEND YOUR REPLY TO ADZ — PUBLICATIONS 1005 MARKET STREET ROOM 310 — SAN FRANCISCO, 94103.

**FREE WEIGHT LIFTER SMOOTH-**

**SCOTT GRANT**

**MALE**

**MODELS' GUILD**

Call today for an appointment. (415)626-7750

**RANDY**

See picture of him on pg. 3

**BUNNY GUY NO. 23**

Someone you'd like to meet, specializing in only those that are looking for a serious relationship. Avail., then SCOTT GRANT (415)626-7750

**PROVOCATIVE MASSAGE**

by good looking guy with talented hands. Your pleasure is my satisfaction. Call KIT at (415)824-0345 (C39)

**SUPER FLEXIBLE MASSAGE**

by good looking happy guy...

(415)824-0345

**IF YOU WANT IT—**

Want a change of pace? We watch your personal preferences very intently. Choosing the wrong roommate can cost you more than time and money. Genuinely special. Call WING. (415)928-7287 (C30)

**ROOMYMADE**

Wanted to share Victorian flat. Own large bedroom & den. Private entrance & garden. $150/mo. (415)563-7646 (C39)

**NEW CAFÉ AT 1005 MARKET STREET**

Telephone: (415)361-6400

**CHOKO PANSY PLANTS**

$850/mo., 1/2 bath, quiet area. On pot-hill, Garden style apt. S.F., (415)430-4343, Completely confidential. (C38)

**ROOMYMADE**

WANTED TO SHARE VICTORIAN FLAT. Own large bedroom & den. Private entrance & garden. $150/mo. (415)563-7646. (C39)

**NEW CAFÉ AT 1005 MARKET STREET**

Telephone: (415)361-6400

**CHOKO PANSY PLANTS**

$850/mo., 1/2 bath, quiet area. On pot-hill, Garden style apt. S.F., (415)430-4343, Completely confidential. (C38)

**DON'T FORGET TO STAMP YOUR SEALED REPLY FOR FORWARDING, QUESTION CALL 861-6400.**

**ADVERTISE WITH US**

ALL ADS 50c EACH SIDE SEE AD SAMPLES ON BACK PAGE FOR DETAILS.

**buddies**

**E-MI Ready for a steady scene? Good boy, 80's Bro, hair transplant, a lot of heart. Must be hairy. Have good build. PHOTO PLEASE!**

Dance "CODED" at bottom pg.

E-EZ-Mac — Hairy guy 30 would like to correspond with and groove with truck driver through much of the country.

NEED A GOOD B.I.T. CALL (415)866-1679 for a guy who will keep you serviced and lookin’ clean too! (C-40)

**REFERRAL SERVICE FOR GUYS**

ALL INFORMATION IS CONFIDENTIAL. (415)292-3564 (C-38)

**DARK ITALIAN—TYPE GUY**

Hairy, 25-35, stocky 6 well built, Hangover and non-plastic asked together LEO, 35, brunette. Personal involvement assured. 387-3930 (C40)

**NEW IN TOWN? or just want&...?**

We have addresses in SF. Write occupant, PO Box 387, 1415) 824-5343, San Francisco, 94101. Complete -Servicing male and female...

**PROVIDING MALE**

1005 Market St., Room 310. 8115/mo. (415)563-7646. Entrance fireplace G garden. Large bedroom G den. Private appts., call Keith (415)826-8694. (C-55)

**NEED A LATTESÔD 5 J 7 call JON eves at 1415) 824-5343 ________ (C38)**

**RESERVATIONS TAKEN**

Call Wright Roommates. (415) 8-12 Min. 4

**HOUSEBOY also wanted.........**

Someone you'd like to be friends with. 30 arms, 150 lbs. GET IT ON! (415) 387-3930 (C3C)

**HOT NIGHTS!**

Everyone in Hot Pants 25 off on well drinks and beer, 10:00 to 7 Thursday thru Sunday. Libra "Hang Out Room" 387-3930 (C40)

**SEE AD SQUARES ON BACK PAGE**

**MARRIAGE**

Handsome and non-plastic sought hairy, 25-35, stocky G well built, 5-10p. at Thursday thru Sunday. Libra "Hang Out Room" 387-3930 (C40)

**FOR A FAST RESULTS**

GET IT ON! — 8-12 Min. 4

**MAKE YOUR OWN ME}**

We are insisting that you use the sex you have been given. 30 arms, 150 lbs. GET IT ON! (415) 387-3930 (C3C)

**IF YOU WANT IT—**

Want a change of pace? We watch your personal preferences very intently. Choosing the wrong roommate can cost you more than time and money. Genuinely special. Call WING. (415)928-7287 (C30)

**ROOMYMADE**

WANTED TO SHARE VICTORIAN FLAT. Own large bedroom & den. Private entrance & garden. $150/mo. (415)563-7646. (C39)

**NEW CAFÉ AT 1005 MARKET STREET**

Telephone: (415)361-6400

**CHOKO PANSY PLANTS**

$850/mo., 1/2 bath, quiet area. On pot-hill, Garden style apt. S.F., (415)430-4343, Completely confidential. (C38)
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